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unfortunate for our country, when our mission is to revile
the dead with the fire of the soul "—thus laments Tagore
in a letter to a friend during the excitement of the non-
co-operation movement. It would have been a wise course
to adopt if Gandhi had given a moral direction to the new
Legislatures. With his spiritual magnetism, he might
have succeeded in forming a real National party within the
Indian Parliamentary life and eventually developed a tradi-
tion of self-less devotion to the cause of the country. His
guidance in working the Reforms would have evoked the
natural humanity and piety of a large section of the British
people with whose co-operation the process of transforming
the " Satanic Government of India " would have been more
effective than the methods chosen by him. The champions
of liberty have fought their battles and won the victory
within the constitutional bodies that are set up to govern
a country. Burke, Lincoln, Shaftesbury, Gladstone,
Bradlaugh, Mill, Morley—all these men enriched Parlia-
mentary history by co-operating with the Government.
They knew that the process of political evolution was
dynamic and could never stand apart from other forms of
evolutionary progress.
But that co-operation can be fruitful if political parties
are drawn within the orbit of the constitutional sphere and
make their influence felt both in the executive and legis-
lative fields. Indian leaders must therefore direct their
attention to the organization of political parties based on
some particular principle involved in political programmes,
avoiding as far as possible the lines of cleavage between
the parties on the grounds of racial and religious differences.
Responsible government presupposes party government,
but we must adopt every possible means of arresting the
dominance of communal and sectional interests. The
introduction of responsibility in the Provinces should fur-
nish sufficient stimulus for the formation of genuine political
parties both in the Legislatures and in the electorates.
The third task before Indian leaders is to proceed

